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6 ABSTRACT: The oxygen-free alkane direct dehydrogenation (DDH) is
7 a greener, safer, and more selective alternative to oxygen co-fed
8 conditions to produce olefins. Carbon-based catalysts have significantly
9 boosted this branch of catalysis by providing cheaper, robust, durable,
10 and more environmentally friendly single-phase materials as valuable
11 substitutes of a variety of alkaline- or alkaline earth-promoted transition
12 metal oxides. In particular, nanodiamonds (NDs) rank among the most
13 effective and selective metal-free systems investigated so far for the
14 alkane-to-alkene conversion under either oxidative or direct dehydrogen-
15 ation conditions. Although important structural/compositional/activity
16 relationships for this class of sp2/sp3 C-hybrids have already been
17 unveiled for the exothermic oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) process,
18 many issues still remain to be addressed for the more challenging
19 oxygen-free direct dehydrogenation process. In particular, the mecha-
20 nism and nature of active sites in carbon catalysts employed for the alkane steam-free DDH still remain a controversial matter of
21 debate because of the lack of studies under harsher operative conditions typically required by this endothermic process. Here, we
22 report on the chemico-physical and morphological properties of nanodiamond samples before and after their use as catalysts in the
23 model ethylbenzene-to-styrene dehydrogenation using oxygen and oxygen-free conditions. The combination of the catalytic
24 outcomes with the extensive characterization of these metal-free systems led us to speculate on the nature of oxidized carbons as
25 catalytically active sites in the DDH process. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have finally been used to corroborate our
26 hypotheses, providing support to the role of ortho-quinone (oQ) groups at the edge of cubic-sp3 NDs as the oxidized carbon source
27 (active sites) for DDH.

28 KEYWORDS: nanodiamonds (NDs), EB-to-ST steam-free direct dehydrogenation, carbonyl moieties on sp3-cubic NDs,
29 thermal C−OH decomposition to CO

1. INTRODUCTION

30 The properties and reactivity of unsaturated organic
31 compounds make them highly attractive building blocks in
32 many chemical fields. From a practical viewpoint, they are
33 essentially produced by dehydrogenation of their saturated
34 counterparts.1 Styrene (ST), a colorless liquid derived from
35 ethylbenzene (EB), is a fundamental industrial component for
36 the production of several synthetic rubbers, resins, and plastics
37 with a global market driven by the production of polystyrene.
38 The latter, a thermoplastic resin that can be easily processed,
39 holds a priority position in the packaging industry.2 Nowadays,
40 the global styrene demand is approaching 16.5 million tons per
41 year with an estimated annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.85%.3

42 ST production involves a highly energy demanding process,
43 associated with a large carbon footprint, in a chemical
44 transformation typically carried out by a K-promoted iron

45oxide catalyst (K-Fe2O3 or K-Fe) at temperatures between 580
46and 630 °C.4 Despite the heavy deactivation phenomena of K-
47Fe-based systems due to the rapid passivation/coking of their
48metal active sites and the potential environmental impact
49associated to the leaching of metal nano-objects, they remain
50the most studied and industrially used catalysts for the process.
51Recent years have witnessed a growing interest of the
52catalysis community toward the use of single-phase catalysts
53based on carbon nanomaterials in the form of pure C-networks
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54 or light-heterodoped matrices. The control of their surface
55 chemical properties in terms of distinctive functional groups
56 available, defective sites, or light hetero-elements along with
57 their ultimate morphology has unveiled the potentialities of
58 these metal-free systems within a variety of catalytic
59 applications.5,6 They have successfully been scrutinized as
60 valuable catalytic systems for a number of industrially relevant
61 oxidation7−12 and reduction13−16 processes, including other
62 challenging catalytic transformations.17,18 Their high thermal
63 stability, good electrical conductivity, porosity, and tunable
64 surface composition have boosted their exploitation in
65 catalysis, often pointing out their superior activity and stability
66 compared to traditional metal or metal oxide based systems.
67 On the other hand, their complex structure and surface
68 composition have often limited the comprehension of the
69 underpinning reaction mechanisms and thus the identification
70 of the nature of active sites involved in a given catalytic
71 process.
72 As far as the alkane dehydrogenation catalysis is concerned,
73 selected nanocarbon structures have shown excellent catalytic
74 outcomes along with unique ″anticoking″ properties11 in the
75 endothermic EB direct dehydrogenation (DDH) under steam-
76 and oxygen-free conditions (eq 1).19−23 Exothermic oxidative
77 dehydrogenation (ODH) conditions make the process more
78 attractive from a thermodynamic viewpoint, ultimately
79 allowing the process to take place under milder temperature
80 conditions (eq 2) but with a generally lower selectivity due to
81 the formation of CO2 as side-product (eq 3).24

V− = +RCH CH RCH CH H2 3 2 282 (1)

− + → = +RCH CH 1
2O RCH CH H O2 3 2 2 283 (2)

+ → + → +C H O (coke O ) CO H O8 10 2 2 2 284 (3)

85 Moreover, recent studies have unveiled the importance of an
86 oxidative environment for the generation of selected surface
87 oxygenated functional groups suitable to act as redox-active
88 sites for the dehydrogenation process to occur.19,25−27 Qi et al.
89 reported on the identification and quantification of active sites
90 in nanocarbon catalysts employed in the EB oxidative
91 dehydrogenation by a chemical titration method.25,26 Their
92 pioneering work demonstrated the role of carbonyl fragments
93 as Lewis bases for the C−H bond activation of EB followed by
94 the catalyst active site regeneration under the oxidative
95 environment. In more recent years, other papers have
96 contributed to consolidate the role of carbonyl fragments
97 (typically quinone units) in nanocarbon-based materials
98 engaged as metal-free catalysts for the alkane dehydrogenation
99 reaction under oxidative conditions.28−30 On the other hand,
100 the mechanism and nature of active sites in carbon catalysts
101 employed for the steam-free DDH of alkanes still remain
102 controversial, also because of the lack of studies under harsher
103 operative conditions typically required by this endothermic
104 process. In principle, the reaction mechanism might imply the
105 occurrence of unconventional redox paths involving again
106 quinone groups followed by the thermal regeneration of their
107 hydroxyl counterparts under severe operative conditions.19

108 Other reports also refer to a more general and not-specified
109 action of C-defects/vacancies in the alkane C−H bond
110 activation.12 As far as the involvement of surface carbonyl
111 groups in DDH is concerned, it is generally believed that their
112 cyclic regeneration path under an oxygen-free atmosphere is
113 ensured by the thermal decomposition of C−OH groups into

114CO with the evolution of molecular hydrogen, a
115thermodynamically favorable process at high operative temper-
116atures.19,31

117This contribution offers an original hint to the compre-
118hension of the most likely active groups involved in DDH
119through a rational analysis of the chemico-physical and
120morphological characterization of nanodiamond (ND) samples
121after undergoing EB (ethylbenzene) dehydrogenation catalysis
122to ST (styrene) using oxidative (ODH) and/or steam-free
123direct dehydrogenation (DDH) conditions. The combination
124of the catalytic outcomes with an extensive characterization of
125these metal-free systems (before and after catalysis) led us to
126speculate on the nature of the oxidized carbons as catalytically
127active sites throughout the DDH process.32 First-principles
128calculations have finally corroborated our speculations,
129providing additional support to our mechanistic hypothesis.
130In particular, in silico studies have pointed out the feasibility
131nature of the oxidant-free regeneration mechanism of the
132active functional groups involved in DDH.33

133NDs have been selected because of the important structural/
134activity relationships that this class of sp2/sp3 C-hybrids has
135deeply contributed to elucidate carbocatalysis.34 Moreover,
136they certainly rank among the most effective and selective
137metal-free systems reported so far in the literature for the
138alkane-to-alkene conversion under either ODH24,35,36 or
139oxygen and steam-free DDH19 conditions. To this aim,
140purified ND and their thermally annealed (1100 °C)
141counterparts (ND1100) featured by a higher degree of
142graphitization of their outer sphere were prepared and tested
143in dehydrogenation catalysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

1442.1. Materials and Methods. Nanodiamonds (NDs)
145obtained by the detonation explosive method were purchased
146from Beijing Grish Hitech China in the form of microcrystal-
147line powders and were purified from detonation soot upon
148treatment with HCl 12 M prior to any use. The as-produced
149NDs are typically made of sp3-hybridized nanocrystals (5 ± 2
150nm) with irregular morphology and high surface/volume ratio
151and contain surface hydrogen and oxygen atoms. Their thermal
152annealing at high temperatures (>900 °C) is known to largely
153reduce heteroelement concentration from the nanocrystal
154surface while promoting the collapse and transition of Csp3 into
155Csp2. Accordingly, a portion of purified NDs was then calcined
156in a furnace at 1100 °C for 3 h under a dynamic Ar atmosphere
157(80 mL min−1). The as-treated solid portion was then cooled
158down to room temperature, collected, and stored at ambient
159conditions. The latter was conventionally named ND1100 (2) to
160be distinguished from the simply acid-treated samples (NDs,
1611). Unless otherwise stated, all other reagents, solvents, and
162gases were used as received from the respective providers.
163The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected from 5
164to 90° using an X’pert-Pro diffractometer (PAN Analytical,
165Holland) with monochromatic Cu K radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm,
166accelerating voltage 40 kV, and applied current 40 mA).
167High-resolution TEM images were operated on Titan
168Themis G3 ETEM (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a
169spherical-aberration corrector (CEOS GmbH) for parallel
170imaging at 300 kV and a resolution higher than 1.0 Å. The
171EELS analyses were performed on the STEM model on a
172Hitachi HF5000 microscope with a probe corrector at 200 kV
173cold-field emission gun. The energy resolution for the EELS
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174 system was higher than 60 meV, which was determined from
175 the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the zero-loss peak.
176 UV-Raman spectroscopy was performed on powder samples
177 using a Horiba LabRam HR Raman spectrometer. The
178 excitation wavelength used for each analysis was 325 nm
179 with a power of 0.2 mW.
180 X-ray adsorption spectra (XAS) were measured at the soft
181 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism Endstation (XMCD)
182 beamline of the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
183 (NSRL, Hefei, China). The powdered sample was packed onto
184 a conductive adhesive without any further treatment. The C K-
185 edge, N K-edge, and O K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge
186 structure (XANES) spectra were collected under an ultra-high
187 vacuum (10−8 Pa).
188 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements
189 were carried out on a Thermo Fisher ESCALAB 250Xi
190 spectrometer equipped with monochromatic Al Kα (hυ =
191 1486.6 eV, 15 kV, and 10.8 mA). The binding energies were
192 calibrated on the carbon C 1s peak at BE = 284.6 eV (accuracy
193 within ±0.1 eV).
194 Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded
195 on a Nicolet iS50 spectrometer, and the FT-IR spectra were
196 recorded in the range of 400 to 4000 cm−1 at room
197 temperature.
198 Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments
199 were carried out using a QMD mass spectrometer. In a typical
200 experiment, ≈50 mg of the sample was loaded in the reactor
201 and purged for 30 min at room temperature under a He stream
202 (40 mL min−1). TPD measurements were carried out in the
203 100−900 °C temperature range using a heating rate ramp of 10
204 °C min−1 while keeping the inert gas flow constant throughout
205 the whole analysis. For each sample, m/z = 44 (CO2) and m/z
206 = 28 (CO) were registered in the fully swept temperature
207 range. EPR measurements were carried out on a Bruker A200
208 electron paramagnetic resonance instrument.
209 2.2. EB-to-ST Direct (DDH) and Oxidative (ODH)
210 Dehydrogenation Trials. EB-to-ST dehydrogenation was
211 operated in a continuous flow over a fixed-bed quartz reactor
212 (Øid = 10 mm, tube length = 400 mm) loaded with 150 mg of
213 the catalyst. The catalytic dehydrogenation process was then
214 performed under either oxygen (ODH) or oxygen-free (DDH)
215 conditions. When dehydrogenation was operated under an
216 oxygen atmosphere (ODH), the reactor was heated up to 450
217 °C with a temperature ramp of 10 °C min−1 while keeping the
218 catalyst under a constant stream of He (30 mL min−1).
219 Afterward, the reactor was left to stabilize to the target
220 temperature for 30 min under a pure He flow before purging
221 the system with a 2.9 vol % of O2 in He (30 mL min−1). The
222 latter stream was then passed through a glass evaporator filled
223 with EB constantly maintained at the temperature of 40 °C.
224 Accordingly, an EB fraction of 2.8 vol % was passed through
225 the catalytic bed (EB partial pressure = 2.9 kPa). ND-ODH
226 and ND1100-ODH acronyms were conventionally used to
227 identify pristine ND and ND1100 catalysts after undergoing
228 ODH conditions, respectively.
229 For the oxygen- and steam-free dehydrogenation catalysis
230 (DDH), the reactor was heated up to 550 °C and maintained
231 at the target temperature for 30 min under a pure stream of He
232 (30 mL min−1). Afterward, the He stream was simply passed
233 through the glass evaporator containing EB at the temperature
234 of 40 °C.
235 Whatever the dehydrogenation conditions used, a qualitative
236 and quantitative analysis of reactants and products was

237determined in real time at the reactor outlet [EB, O2, ST,
238toluene (tol), benzene (bz), and COx (x = 1, 2)] using an
239Agilent 7820A gas chromatograph equipped with a flame
240ionization detector (HP-INNOWAX column) and a thermal
241conductivity detector. To avoid any adventitious condensation
242of organic components and water during dehydrogenation
243reactions (ODH and DDH), all pipe lines were constantly
244maintained at 120 °C by means of external heating tapes.
245Whatever the catalytic systems at work, EB conversion (XEB)
246and ST selectivity (SST) were conventionally assumed as those
247at the steady-state conditions (namely, after 15 h on stream).
248Ethylbenzene conversion (XEB), styrene selectivity (SST),
249and styrene yield (YST) were evaluated using eqs 4−6:

=
−

×X
F C FC

F C
100 (%)EB

0 EB,in EB,out

0 EB,in 250(4)

=
+ + + +

×

S
C

C C C C C

100 (%)

ST
ST,out

ST,out tol,out bz,out CO,out CO2,out

251(5)

= ×Y X SST EB ST 252(6)

253where F and F0 are the flow rates of the reactor outlet (out)
254and inlet (in), respectively, while CEB, CST, Ctol, Cbz, and COx
255(x = 1, 2) correspond to the concentration of ethylbenzene,
256styrene, toluene, benzene, and carbon oxides. The carbon
257balances amounted to around 100% in all investigations.
2582.3. DFT Modeling. The in silico study was carried out
259through spin-polarized DFT using generalized gradient
260approximation (GGA) and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
261(PBE)37 functional for the exchange-correlation potentials as
262implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
263(VASP).38 A 3 × 3 × 3 and 9 × 9 × 1 k-point mesh with a 520
264eV energy cutoff was used for ND and graphene structure
265relaxation, respectively. The empirical correction in Grimme’s
266method (DFT + D3) was adopted to describe the van der
267Waals interactions.39 The total energy was converged to an
268accuracy of 1 × 10−5 eV to obtain accurate forces, and a force
269tolerance of −0.02 eV/Å was applied in the structure
270optimization. Here we considered different oxidized carbons
271on sp2, sp2/sp3, and sp3 networks for DDH and the
272regeneration of the catalytically active functional groups. To
273model the hybrid sp2/sp3 cluster and the cubic sp3 ND, a 30 ×
27430 × 30 Å3 cubic cell (octahedral) and a 23 × 23 × 23 Å3 for
275the x, y, and z dimensions were used, respectively. The reaction
276pathways and energy barriers for the DDH reaction were
277calculated using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-
278NEB) method.40

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
279This study focuses on the surface properties of a series of
280modified nanodiamonds and their ability to act as metal-free
281systems in the challenging EB-to-ST catalytic process. Our
282approach moved from the analysis of the catalytic performance
283of pristine or thermally annealed diamonds under oxygen
284(ODH) or oxygen-free and steam-free (DDH) conditions. A
285complete physico-chemical and morphological characterization
286of all materials before and after catalysis was used to assess the
287role of surface graphitization and chemical composition of
288diamond samples with respect to their ability to perform the
289DDH process.
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290 3.1. Catalytic Tests of ND Samples under ODH and
291 DDH Conditions. In a first catalytic trial, pristine ND and
292 ND1100 samples were tested as catalysts for the EB-to-ST

f1 293 oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) at 450 °C. As Figure 1
294 shows, after an initial induction period, the catalyst activity
295 grew asymptotically and stabilized to 45 and 55% for ND and
296 ND1100 after 30 and 20 h time-on-stream (TOS), respectively.
297 Whatever the catalytic system at work, styrene selectivity (SST)
298 laid almost constantly between 88 and 92%. In spite of similar
299 ethylbenzene conversion trends (XEB), the higher performance
300 measured with ND1100 prompted us to speculate on the origin
301 of the superior ODH activity on this thermally annealed sp2/
302 sp3 hybrid. According to previous literature reports,19,25−27 the
303 increasing XEB measured with both catalytic systems under
304 ODH conditions was consistent with the in situ generation of
305 newly oxidized C-sites. However, the different XEB perform-
306 ance measured for the two catalysts reflected the different
307 aptitude of the two C-networks to generate oxidized carbons
308 (i.e., carbonyl/quinone functionalities) suitable for the process
309 to occur.

310When the two systems reached a constant plateau, oxygen
311was deliberately removed from the gaseous stream, and the
312reactor temperature was increased up to 550 °C to continue
313the dehydrogenation process under oxygen-free (DDH)
314conditions. After a short equilibration time, XEB stabilized to
3155 and 9% for ND and ND1100, respectively, whereas SST slightly
316grew to 97% on both systems. We were aware about the
317reasons of the different catalytic performance under DDH
318conditions as well as the higher temperature required by this
319endothermic process to take place. The removal of oxygen
320from the reagents’ stream stopped the redox catalytic loop on
321both catalytic systems, and XEB collapsed suddenly. If its
322gradual decrease in the first hours under DDH conditions was
323still associated to a progressive consumption/reduction of
324residual carbonyl moieties at the diamond surfaces, its fast and
325constant stabilization to lower conversion values was likely due
326to the ability of these C-networks to foster the EB-to-ST
327conversion through different mechanistic paths whose nature
328still remains a matter of debate. Noteworthily, the comparative
329DDH study on ND and ND1100 samples not previously

Figure 1. Catalytic performance of ND (A, A′) and ND1100 (B, B′) as catalysts in the EB-to-ST ODH (A, B) and DDH (A′, B′), respectively. Blue
rhombuses (filled diamonds: XEB, open diamonds: SST) in A′ and B′ refer to the catalytic behavior of pristine ND and ND1100 directly under DDH
conditions. For a better comparison, the start time for the DDH reaction of the pristine catalysts (ND, ND1100) has been shifted to coincide with
the ODH-treaded counterparts. ODH conditions: 150 mg cat., O2: 2.9 vol %, reaction temperature: 450 °C, EB/O2 = 1:1. DDH conditions: 150
mg cat., reaction temperature: 550 °C, EB/He = 2.8:27.2 mL min−1.

Figure 2. (A) Comparison of EPR spectra of samples 1−4. Comparison of EELS (B), Raman (C), and XRD (D) spectra of samples 1−4. All EELS
profiles are normalized to the main peak located at 290.0 eV. (E) XANES spectra of samples 1−4 at the C K-edge along with that of a benchmark
graphite sample, added for the sake of comparison. (F) XANES spectra of samples 1−4 at the O K-edge along with that of a benchmark graphene
oxide (GO) sample, added for the sake of comparison.
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330 submitted to ODH conditions (blue rhombuses in Figure
331 1A′,B′) showed the superior catalytic performance of these
332 pristine samples that exhibited XEB values up 2 times higher
333 than those recorded on ND-ODH and ND1100-ODH materials
334 (red spheres in Figure 1A′,B′), respectively.
335 Such a comparative analysis unveiled that ODH conditions
336 affected detrimentally the catalysts’ surface properties, reducing
337 their performance in catalysis when they were operated under
338 the more challenging oxygen-free dehydrogenation (DDH)
339 conditions. On the other hand, DDH conditions did not
340 change appreciably the surface properties of catalytic materials,
341 particularly with respect to those surface functional groups
342 engaged under ODH conditions. Indeed, when O2 was
343 restored in the reagents’ stream, ND activity was fully and
344 suddenly recovered, and the catalytic system stabilized fast to
345 the expected XEB and SST values previously recorded at the
346 steady-state conditions (Figure S1).
347 A complete characterization of pristine and ODH-treated
348 nanodiamonds has been accomplished to shed light on the
349 nature of chemical/morphological modifications incurred by
350 the diamonds throughout each thermal and/or catalytic step
351 they underwent. To this regard, ND (1) and ND1100 (2)
352 recovered after ODH were conventionally indicated as follows:
353 ND-ODH (3) and ND1100-ODH (4), respectively.
354 3.2. Fresh and Used Catalysts’ Characterization. The
355 electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was initially selected
356 as a nondestructive tool for the assessment of the role played
357 by each thermal and/or catalytic treatment on the diamonds’
358 electron properties. This technique has already been used to
359 assess the presence of paramagnetic centers (unpaired
360 electrons) in defective C-solids, carbon dangling bonds, and
361 light-heterodoped constraint carbons.34 With 1−4, EPR
362 analysis gave single lines at g = 2.002 with no visible fine or

f2 363 hyperfine structures (Figure 2A). A reduction of paramagnetic
364 centers was measured in the material annealed at 1100 °C only
365 (1 → 2; Figure 2A), while negligible changes were detected in
366 the intensity of EPR signals of all ODH-treated samples from
367 this series (1 → 3 and 2 → 4; Figure 2A).
368 Although a reduction of paramagnetic sites’ density in
369 amorphous C-networks has already been documented for
370 lower annealing temperature values (i.e., 300 °C),41 only
371 harsher thermal conditions seemed to affect appreciably this
372 property in nanodiamonds. Therefore, only high-temperature
373 annealing was found to affect the whole materials’ structure
374 appreciably by initiating a bulk restructuration of the diamond
375 defective sites into more stable and inert structures containing
376 a reduced number of unpaired electrons.34

377 Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was then selected
378 to assess the degree of graphitization at the diamonds’ outer
379 sphere as a result of the thermal and/or chemo-thermal
380 treatments (ODH) they were submitted to.
381 As Figure 2B shows, all high-energy samples’ profiles at the
382 C K-edge presented characteristic and prominent components
383 at 290.0 eV whose origin was attributed to the 1s → σ*
384 electrons’ excitation on sp3-hybridized C-cores of the
385 crystalline diamonds. A minor shoulder, due to the 1s → π*
386 electrons’ transition on Csp2 networks, was equally observed on
387 the normalized EEL spectra at lower energy values (≈283.9
388 eV). The latter indicated the presence of a certain extent of
389 sp2-hybridized carbon in all samples, including pristine
390 ND.42,43 Noteworthily, ODH conditions were found to
391 increase appreciably the peak intensity at 283.9 eV on both
392 samples. Despite the lower temperatures of ODH conditions

393with respect to those employed in the annealing phase, a phase
394transition (from cubic diamond to sp2-graphitized networks) in
395diamond powders cannot be definitively ruled out because of
396the small size and large surface-area-to-volume ratio of
397nanocrystallites. However, catalyst ″coking″ and the generation
398of newly formed C-deposits in the form of sp2-hybridized
399networks at the diamonds’ outer surface are another option to
400consider for materials exposed to ODH conditions for
401prolonged times. It seems reasonable to admit that newly
402formed C-deposits were homoepitaxially grown on sp2-
403graphitized portions of diamonds 1 and 3 during the catalytic
404oxidative treatment. Indeed, as Figure 2B shows, the higher the
405graphitization degree of the starting C-network is, the higher is
406the peak intensity growth associated to sp2-hibridized carbons
407on ODH-treated samples (Figure 2B, 1 vs 3 and 2 vs 4).
408Overall, ODH conditions were found to alter significantly the
409surface properties of the C-based nano-objects. Raman
410spectroscopy (Figure 2C) is highly sensitive to different
411types of carbon bonding at the surface of diamonds, and data
412recorded on all samples from this series were in good accord
413with EEL outcomes. Pristine NDs (1) showed a defined
414diamond peak (D) centered around 1330 cm−1 along with a
415broadener peak at 1650 cm−1 resulting from the super-
416imposition of OH bending (≈1640 cm−1) and CO
417stretching vibrations (≈1740 cm−1) and a graphitic (G)
418band centered at 1590 cm−1 corresponding to the first-order
419scattering of tangential Csp2 stretching (E2g) mode.44 Spectra
420recorded on annealed and ODH-treated diamonds (Figure 2C,
4211 to 3 and 2 to 4) showed a sharp narrowing of the latter peak
422that was shifted closer to the G-band (red shift), consistent
423with an increase of Csp2 graphitic structures.

45 The G-modes of
424the treated diamonds (2−4) retained relatively broad shapes
425due to the large variation in the materials’ bond lengths along
426with a large background from amorphous carbon around 1520
427cm−1.46 FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure S2) further confirms the
428presence of carbonyl/quinone groups in pristine NDs and in
429their counterparts after ODH. In particular, a strong band at
4301774 cm−1 is observed in sample 1, while the same signal is red
431shifted to 1743 cm−1 because of the increasing Csp2/Csp3 ratio
432in ND-ODH (3).47,48

433The XRD patterns recorded on samples 2−4 were also
434consistent with an appreciable increase in the graphitization
435degree on all cubic structures. Figure 2D shows distinctive
436features of pristine and treated nanodiamonds that hold two
437characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ = 43.8 and 75.2°
438corresponding to the (111) and (220) cubic diamond planes.
439Noteworthily, all thermally (2) and chemo-thermally (3 and 4)
440treated samples presented an additional and broad shoulder at
4412θ ≈ 22° corresponding to (0 0 2) crystal graphite planes.43 All
442diffraction peaks were obviously broadened due to the very
443small crystallite size. However, the growth of the broad (002)
444component in samples 2−4 indicated unambiguously that
445upon materials’ treatment, the contribution from the graphitic
446Csp2 structures increased.49 A strong background in the lower
447angle region (<15°) of all spectra finally suggested the
448presence of amorphous materials in nanodiamond powders.50

449To get additional details on the surface properties of
450diamonds before and after ODH conditions and to add
451fundamental tiles to the complex puzzle of the structure/
452composition/reactivity relationships of these samples in
453catalysis, we studied the X-ray absorption near-edge structure
454(XANES) of all materials. XANES encodes detailed
455information on the local chemical environment of the
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456 absorbent atoms in the samples. Therefore, C K-edge and O K-
457 edge spectra recorded on 1−4 were used to investigate the
458 evolution of the composition of each sample after their
459 exposure to thermal and/or thermo-chemical treatments. This
460 technique provided useful information on the degree of bond
461 hybridization in mixed Csp2/Csp3 networks, the specific
462 bonding configurations of foreign functional groups, and the
463 degree of alignment of graphitic crystal structures.51 As far as C
464 K-edge XANES spectra of all diamonds are concerned, Figure
465 2E shows their normalized profiles along with that of the
466 model graphite for the sake of comparison (black curve). All
467 spectra displayed two distinctive components at 285.5 and
468 292.8 eV, which corresponded to the transitions from the C 1s
469 core level to unoccupied π* and σ* states, respectively.52 The
470 π*-feature is typical of out-of-plane CC bonds or Csp2 from
471 graphitic networks, while the σ*-transition typically accounts
472 for C−C bonds.53 More pronounced C 1s → π* transitions in
473 2−4 accounted for the growth of sp2-hybridized structures in
474 all treated diamonds. From a careful analysis of these
475 components, we came across similar conclusions to those
476 outlined above with respect to the role of thermal annealing (1
477 vs 2) and ODH treatment (1 vs 3 and 2 vs 4) in the
478 graphitization process on these C-hybrids. Wider features in
479 the 286−289 eV range were typically ascribed to C-atoms
480 bound to oxygen and hydrogen. Although their specific
481 attribution remains somehow controversial,54 they could be
482 reasonably assigned to the following transitions: at ≈286.7 eV
483 to electronic transitions from the C 1s core to π* states of C−
484 OH bonds; at ≈288.0 eV to π* (C−O−C) and at ≈288.7 eV
485 to π* (CO) of carboxylic fragments.53 A large part of these
486 components was overhung from a wide and intense back-
487 ground imposed by the σ* edge of C−H bonds in
488 nanodiamond structures.55 Accordingly, ODH treatment was
489 found to increase hydroxyl moieties while contributing to
490 extend the graphitization degree of the hybrids. As already
491 noticed from EEL spectroscopy (Figure 2B), the effect of the
492 ODH conditions on the pre-annealed 2 was more relevant than
493 that on pristine 1. This was demonstrated by the more
494 appreciable increase of C 1s → π* transition and decrease of
495 the σ*C−H intensity in 4.
496 Although any other direct conclusions remain speculative,
497 these characterization data combined with the catalytic results
498 lead to the conclusion that the pre-annealing and exposure of
499 nanodiamonds to ODH conditions promoted the phase
500 transition (from cubic diamonds to graphite structures) and
501 the epitaxial growth of new C-deposits on sp2-graphitized
502 portions of diamonds, respectively. At the same time, Csp2-
503 graphitized networks facilitated the generation of redox active
504 CO moieties for EB-to-ST dehydrogenation under ODH
505 conditions while reducing (somehow) the C-based catalyst
506 aptitude to perform the process under DDH conditions
507 (Figure 1A′,B′).
508 The O K-edge normalized spectra (Figure 2F) consisted of a
509 pre-edge feature (sharp peak at ≈532 eV) and a broad post-
510 edge component centered at ≈540 eV. While the first sharp
511 peak was attributed to the transition from O 1s core-level
512 electrons to π* CO states derived from carboxylic acid and
513 ketones, the broader and poorly resolved post-edge peak
514 accounted for the transition from core−shell electrons (O 1s)
515 to the anti-bonding σ* molecular orbital of several oxidized
516 functions such as C−OH (≈537.5 eV), C−O, and CO
517 (≈542.4 eV).56 Although differences among these oxidized
518 functionalities lie on the intensity and position of both pre-

519edge and post-edge peaks, their coexistence on the same
520sample makes any extensive discussion on the nature and
521relative abundance of these oxidized carbons difficult.57

522Anyhow, the comparative analysis of the normalized O K-
523edge profiles in Figure 2F can be used to speculate on some
524distinctive properties among the differently treated samples. As
525expected, the shoulder at ≈537.5 eV in 1, mainly attributed to
526aliphatic hydroxyl groups, is deeply reduced in the annealed
527diamonds (Figure 2F, 1 vs 2).57 The more intense peak
528components at higher energy values (≈538−544 eV) well
529match with the prevalence of carbonyl-type functional groups
530in the ODH-treated materials 3 and 4.57 At the same time, the
531lower intensity of this broad peak in 3 indirectly confirms the
532higher aptitude of the pre-annealed sample (ND1100, 2) to
533generate during ODH conditions a larger extent of redox-
534active Csp2 = O functionalities on its more graphitized network.
535The XPS analysis of the samples at their C 1s and O 1s core
536levels has been recorded to provide additional evidences of the
537effect of thermal annealing and/or ODH conditions on the
538materials’ phase composition and chemical environment at
539their outer surfaces. High-resolution C 1s and O 1s XPS
540spectra of samples 1−4 along with the relative Gaussian−
541Lorentzian (80% Gaussian and 20% Lorentzian) fittings are
542 f3shown in Figure 3. C 1s peaks of all samples were conveniently

543fitted by four distinct components attributed (from lower to
544higher BEs) to Csp2, Csp3-hybidized networks, and oxygen-
545bonded and carbon−oxygen double bond moieties, respec-
546tively. Some peaks shifting to higher BEs in all samples were
547caused by the electrostatic charging of the samples during
548analysis as a result of their low conductivity and insufficient
549compensation by the internal flood gun.58 Carbon−oxygen
550bonds were present in all pristine and treated samples as
551witnessed by the appearance of a clear O 1s peak in their
552samples’ survey spectra (Figure S3). Pristine NDs (1)
553exhibited a relatively wide peak fitted with two main
554components at 286.3 and 287.5 eV ascribed to Csp3 and
555carbon−oxygen bonds, together with two additional shoulders
556at lower (≈285.0 eV) and higher BEs (≈288.5 eV) ascribed to
557Csp2 and carbon−oxygen double bonds, respectively (Figure

Figure 3. High-resolution XPS C 1s (A,B) and O 1s (D,E) core-level
regions of 1 vs 3 and 2 vs 4. TPD profiles of 2 vs 4 (C) and 1 vs 3 (F)
recorded under a He atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1.
Green and red lines refer to CO, m/z = 28 and CO2, m/z = 44,
respectively.
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558 3A, bottom side).59 Three more intense components with an
559 appreciable increase of that due to sp2-hybridized carbons were
560 observed in the annealed sample 2 (Figure 3B, bottom side) as
561 a result of the multigraphite shell structure formed under the
562 high-temperature material treatment.
563 Both ODH-treated samples exhibited four distinct compo-
564 nents with the one dealing with Csp2 domain and that at higher
565 BEs attributed to carbon−oxygen double bonds appearing
566 appreciably more intense [Figure 3A (1 vs 3) and 3B (2 vs 4)].
567 As seen from the O 1s core-level spectra, all peaks were
568 conveniently fitted with three distinctive components: those at
569 binding energies of 531.6 and 532.8 eV were conventionally
570 assigned to carbonyl (CO) and carboxyl (COOH) groups,
571 respectively,48 whereas that at higher energy values (533.8 eV)
572 was attributed to hydroxy (−OH) and ether (O−C−O)
573 fragments.48 Remarkably, the oxygen at. % estimated by XPS
574 analysis was found to increase to about 16 and 150% on the

t1 575 ODH-treated samples 3 and 4, respectively (Table 1, entry 1 vs
576 2 and 3 vs 4). As expected, a higher degree of graphitization in
577 ODH-treated diamonds (2 vs 1) translates into a higher
578 percentage of oxidized carbons (CO) available at the
579 material’s outer surface upon its exposure to an oxidant
580 environment, potentially suitable to promote ODH. Table 1
581 reports the O at. % in each sample along with the probability of
582 each O-containing functionality estimated by XPS analysis. As
583 Figure 3D,E and Table 1 show, ODH conditions increased the
584 component at 531.6 eV (CO) of ≈90% on 3 and ≈225% on
585 4, respectively (Table 1, CO %, 1 vs 3 and 2 vs 4).
586 It is known that the total amount of CO and CO2

587 decomposition products from temperature-programmed de-
588 composition (TPD) analyses of C-based samples can provide
589 additional information on the identity of the nature of
590 oxygenated-surface groups.48 While CO2 evolution is conven-
591 tionally ascribed to carboxyl-type groups, CO preferentially
592 originates from the decomposition of carbonyl/quinone,

593phenolic, and ether-type functionalities. As TPD curves
594recorded under a He atmosphere show (Figure 3C,F), CO
595and CO2 desorption starts almost at the same temperature
596values and the curves’ intensity qualitatively accounts for the
597diamonds’ surface compositions, in excellent accord with the
598conclusions outlined from XPS analyses. In particular, the
599sample annealing was found to deeply reduce all O-containing
600surface groups (Figure 3F, ND (1) vs 3C, ND1100 (2)), while
601ODH conditions largely contributed to the growth of the
602carbonyl population. From a careful analysis of all these
603normalized curves, it can be inferred again that the higher the
604C-network graphitization degree is, the higher is the
605population of carbonyl functionalities potentially engaged as
606redox-active groups in ODH (Figure 3F vs 3C; MS 28 amu). It
607should also be noticed that CO profiles of ODH-treated
608samples present a maximum slightly shifted to higher
609temperature values with respect to that of pristine ND sample
6101. While a maximum for the CO decomposition peak centered
611at ≈610 °C is prevalently assigned to phenolic groups, its
612shifting to around 700 °C or even higher temperature values is
613commonly due to carbonyl or quinone-type fragments.48 The
614narrow peak of CO at 724 °C (Figure 3F, sample 1) is
615reasonably attributed to carbonyl fragments in a moderately
616oxidized sample where CO groups are at disposal at the
617material surface (Table 1, entry 1). For samples 3 and 4,
618broader CO profiles with their maximum shifted to higher
619temperature values (>700 °C) are observed instead.
620To complete the materials’ characterization and get
621additional insights on their morphological properties,
622HRTEM images along with the respective inverse fast Fourier
623transform (IFFT) processing have been recorded on samples
624 f41−4 and are shown in Figure 4A−D,A′−D′. All images display
625similar fingerprints with an ordered domain at the inner ND
626cores made of crystal structures with (1 1 1) lattice fringes and
627a typical interspacing of 2.06 Å (marked in Figure 4).60 The

Table 1. Deconvolution of O 1s XPS Spectra of Samples 1−4

components of O 1s peaks (%)b

entry sample O cont. (at. %)a carbonyl (CO) carboxylic (CO2H) hydroxyl/ethers −OH; C−O−C CO cont. (at. %)

1 ND (1) 8.9 21.3 66.3 12.4 1.9
2 ND-ODH (3) 10.3 35.0 45.6 19.4 3.6
3 ND1100 (2) 4.3 27.9 45.1 27.0 1.2
4 ND1100-ODH (4) 10.7 36.4 44.9 18.7 3.9

aDetermined from XPS analysis. bDetermined according to the Gaussian−Lorentzian fittings of the high-resolution XPS at the O 1s core region.

Figure 4. HR-TEM images and inverse fast Fourier transform processing of ND (1) (A and A′), ND-ODH (3) (B and B′), ND1100 (2) (C and C′),
and ND1100-ODH (4) (D and D′). Intensity color (from black to yellow) in IFFT refers to the intensity of the (111) pattern in the samples.
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628 latter is in accord with the (1 1 1) diamond facet observed
629 around 2θ ≈ 42° of XRD profiles in Figure 2D. A shell of
630 graphite is clearly observed in diamonds that underwent
631 annealing at 1100 °C (Figure 4C,D), whereas an increased
632 surface disorder due to an amorphous C-phase caused by
633 etching/restructuration/oxidation/coke deposition paths of
634 the outer C-layers is observable in samples after ODH
635 treatment (Figure 4A vs B and C vs D and Figure S4a vs b
636 and c vs d).
637 Finally, specific surface areas (SSAs) and pore-size
638 distributions of 1−4 were determined by N2 physisorption
639 measurements at the liquid N2 temperature (77 K). As Figure
640 S5 and Table S1 show, all diamonds maintained classical type
641 IV isothermal profiles with moderate H2 hysteresis loops in the
642 0.6−1.0 P/Po range, typical of micro- and mesoporous
643 structures originated from the sample surface properties and
644 aggregation phenomena among the diamond nanoparticles.34

645 Despite the only moderate alterations of the morphological
646 properties for the treated ND samples (2−4) with respect to
647 pristine ones (1), a comparative analysis led us to infer that
648 coke deposits35,61,62 and the more surface disordered ODH-
649 treated diamonds (3 and 4) reduced their SSA and
650 mesoporous sites density, whereas thermal annealing increased
651 both (Figure S5A,C, 1 vs 2).
652 3.3. Connection between Catalytic Outcomes and
653 Material Characterization: The Hypothesis for Oxidized
654 sp3-Cubic Diamonds as Dehydrogenation Active Sites
655 under DDH Conditions. The complete set of chemico-
656 physical, spectroscopic, and morphological characterizations of
657 diamonds before (1) and after exposure to thermal (2) and/or
658 thermo-chemical (3, 4) treatments was combined with the
659 catalytic outcomes recorded under DDH conditions (Figure
660 1A′,B′).
661 EPR analyses on diamond samples prompted us to rule out
662 any hypothesis of an initiated/promoted radical reaction
663 mechanism in the EB-to-ST conversion under DDH
664 conditions. Indeed, the negligible intensity change in the
665 EPR signal of ND vs ND-ODH and ND1100 vs ND1100-ODH
666 cannot justify the activity gap measured between these catalyst
667 pairs (see Figure 1A′,B′). On a similar ground, the appreciable
668 change in the EPR signal intensity measured between samples
669 1 and 2 (Figure 2A) was in contrast with the very close
670 performance (XEB) of these two catalysts at the regime
671 conditions (blue rhombuses in Figure 1A′,B′).

672The full data set of spectroscopic data collected on samples
6731−4 (EEL, Raman, XRD, XANES, and XPS spectroscopy)
674accounts for a progressive reduction of the sp3-cubic phase of
675pristine nanodiamonds in favor of sp2-hybridized carbon
676networks with a variable extent of oxidized surface carbons.
677It is already well known that high-temperature ND annealing
678(>900 °C) initiates a surface restructuration of the sample with
679the generation of multi-graphite shell structures (1 → 2). On
680the other hand, the growth of newly sp2-graphitized portions in
681the form of oxidized networks on all ODH-treated nano-
682diamonds (1 → 3 and 2 → 4) opens the path to new
683considerations. EELS analyses have actually demonstrated how
684diamonds’ exposure to ODH conditions favored an epitaxial
685growth of new C-deposits on sp2-graphitized portions of
686diamonds. Indeed, the higher the graphitization degree of the
687starting C-network (1 vs 2) is, the higher is the peak intensity
688growth associated to sp2-hibridized carbons in ODH-treated
689samples (3 vs 4). The as-formed graphitized networks certainly
690favor (under ODH conditions) the generation of redox active
691CO moieties to perform the EB-to-ST dehydrogenation. On
692the other hand, ODH-treated samples (3 and 4) were up to 2-
693fold less active than their pristine counterparts (1 and 2) when
694dehydrogenation was operated under the non-oxidative DDH
695conditions (Figure 1A′,B′; red vs blue rhombuses). If the
696dramatic collapse of the nanodiamonds’ performance (1−4)
697after removing oxygen from the reagent stream is ascribed (in
698part) to the endothermic nature of DDH conditions (only
699partially compensated by the increase of the reaction
700temperature from 450 to 550 °C), a reduction of the
701catalytically active groups involved in the direct dehydrogen-
702ation is certainly a key contributory factor.
703Given the samples’ surface composition, carbonyl/quinone
704fragments still remain the main candidates as active sites for
705the DDH process as well. Anyhow, the reduced performance of
706ODH-treated samples when reused under oxygen-free
707dehydrogenation conditions (Figure 1A′,B′) opens to
708alternative oxidized carbon sources as the active sites for
709DDH. In particular, the increasing Csp2/Csp3 ratio measured on
710samples 3 and 4 prompted us to evaluate carbonyl fragments
711generated at the edge sites of cubic-Csp3 portions as the most
712likely groups engaged in the catalytic EB-to-ST dehydrogen-
713ation under oxygen-free conditions (DDH).
714Certainly, a kinetically and thermodynamically feasible
715dehydrogenation mechanism will have to meet with an equally
716feasible regeneration path of the active groups, as to keep on

Figure 5. (A) Mechanistic hypothesis for a non-aromatic oQ group on cubic-sp3 NDs. (B) Classical mechanistic path for an oQ group at the edge
of an Csp2-graphitic network. Roman numerals and TS refer to reaction intermediates and transition states. Blue arrows and red arrows refer to the
EB-dehydrogenation and catalyst (oQ) regeneration paths, respectively.
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717 the catalytic loop also when it is accomplished in a non-
718 oxidative environment (DDH).
719 The following section allows one to speculate on the
720 supposed mechanistic paths for DDH by means of spin-
721 polarized DFT calculations carried out on model substrates:
722 (1) a cubic-sp3 ND having an edge (nonaromatic) ortho-
723 quinone (oQ) group, (2) an sp2-graphitic network bearing an
724 edge (aromatic) oQ moiety, and an sp2/sp3-octahedral ND
725 showing a monoradical oQ fragment.
726 3.4. DFT Calculations on a Model Cubic-sp3 Diamond
727 with Oxidized Edge C-Sites. The catalyst model was initially
728 designed in the form of a cubic-sp3 C-network bearing a non-

f5 729 aromatic, ortho-quinone group (Figure 5A, IA). A classical
730 Csp2-graphene framework containing a quinone group was also
731 designed and optimized for the sake of comparison (Figure 5B,
732 IB). Figure 5A,B summarizes the computed mechanistic paths
733 whose theoretical details have been discussed afterward.
734 According to the literature, the first C−H bond dissociation
735 is the rate-determining step (RDS) of the dehydrogenation
736 process (vide inf ra) whatever the operative conditions at work
737 (ODH or DDH).63 At the same time, the oQ groups’
738 regeneration at the end of each catalytic cycle was modeled
739 assuming a non-oxidative environment (DDH) for the
740 hydroxy-ketone/phenol thermal-decomposition paths (with
741 H2 evolution; red curves on the catalytic cycles of Figure 5).
742 Structures containing either oQ groups or hydroxy-ketone/
743 phenol fragments have been optimized and used for the
744 starting catalytic materials and their reduced forms, respec-
745 tively. For the two optimized structures (IA and IB) involved in
746 the EB C−H bond activation, a transition state (TS1,A and

747TS1,B) associated to the generation of the hydroxy-ketones (IIA
748and IIB) was found at ΔG# = +28.6 and +24.2 kcal·mol−1,
749 f6respectively (Figure 6A,C and Figure S6A). Simultaneously,
750the gas-phase EB molecule becomes in the radical form. For
751both radical intermediates (IIA and IIB), two more
752thermodynamically favorable resonant structures (IIIA and
753IIIB) are possible through the radical migration from the C
754atom to the more electrophilic oxygen of the remaining ketone
755(see also Figure S6A).
756As Figure 5B shows, such a resonance is even more favored
757in the case of Csp2-graphitic networks because it is associated to
758the recovery of the aromatic character of the C-network. As far
759as the second EB C−H bond activation is concerned, the
760radical C−O· on intermediates (IIIA and IIIB) evolve into the
761bis-hydroxy species (IVA and IVB) through lower ΔG# energy
762barriers of 6.2 and 13.1 kcal·mol−1, respectively (see also
763Figure S6A).
764While IVB is supposed to be the most thermodynamically
765stable bis-hydroxy intermediate at the end of the catalytic
766cycle, IVA can evolve into the more stable hydroxy-ketone (VA)
767via keto-enolic tautomerism (Figures 5A and 6A and Figure
768S6A).
769Both energetic profiles calculated for the two mechanistic
770paths are consistent with thermodynamically and kinetically
771feasible processes and present an energy gap associated to the
772first and kinetically sluggish EB C−H activation/abstraction by
773the oQ groups (RDS) of only 4.4 kcal·mol−1 in favor of the
774process promoted by an aromatic oQ group at the edge of a
775graphitized Csp2-network. Such a difference in the two energy
776profiles does not allow one to claim any conclusion on the role

Figure 6. (A) Reaction coordinates and energy profile of the EB dehydrogenation mechanism occurring on an oQ group at the edge of a sp3-cubic
ND and (B) the relative hydroxy-ketone regeneration path via thermal decomposition. (C) Reaction coordinates and energy profile of the EB
dehydrogenation mechanism occurring on an oQ group at a sp2-graphitic network and (D) the relative bis-phenol regeneration path via thermal
decomposition.
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777 of oQ groups at the edge of Csp3-cubic ND with respect to the
778 more abundant oQ groups located at Csp2-graphitic networks.
779 On the contrary, a more distinctive action of oQ groups on
780 Csp3-cubic ND can be found in their regeneration process at
781 the end of the EB dehydrogenation step (Figures 5A,B (red
782 arrows) and 6B,D and Figure S6B). Indeed, while the thermal
783 decomposition of the bis-phenol IVB proceeds through a ΔG#

784 energy barrier of 59.7 kcal·mol−1, the hydroxy-ketone VA
785 presents a much lower ΔG# energy barrier (33.4 kcal·mol−1)
786 to regenerate via thermal decomposition the starting oQ. The
787 energy gap measured between the two TSs (≈26.3 kcal·mol−1

788 lower on TSR,A; Figure S6B) can be invoked to support the
789 hypothesis of oQ groups at the edge of Csp3-cubic diamonds as
790 the active sites responsible for the observed catalytic
791 performance under DDH conditions.
792 For the sake of completeness, we also assumed the
793 generation of oQ groups at sp2/sp3 octahedral NDs (Figures
794 S7 and S8A,B). For this optimized structure, a mechanism for
795 the EB dehydrogenation similar to that described above has
796 pointed out the existence of largely reduced ΔG# energy
797 barriers (TS1,C and TS2,C) with respect to those calculated for
798 the other aforementioned oQ-based catalysts (Figures S7 and
799 S8A; see also Figure S6A). A relatively higher energy barrier
800 (47.3 kcal·mol−1), associated to the decomposition of
801 intermediate IIIC (for the regeneration of IC), was finally
802 calculated for this hybrid structure (Figure S6B). Anyhow, a
803 direct involvement of this radical hybrid structure in the direct
804 dehydrogenation process is unlikely to occur for the reasons
805 outlined above.

4. CONCLUSIONS

806 To summarize, the full set of spectroscopic, spectrometric, and
807 microscopic data collected on samples 1−4 gives an account of
808 the following:
809 (1) ODH conditions result in a progressive reduction of the
810 sp3-cubic phase of nanodiamonds in favor of an sp2-hybridized
811 carbon phase with a variable extent of oxidized surface carbons.
812 Given the moderate temperature conditions of ODH catalysis,
813 it seems reasonable to consider such an effect as the formation
814 of new C-deposits (coking) epitaxially grown on sp2-
815 graphitized portions of diamonds rather than a temperature-
816 induced diamond surface restructuration. Moreover, the higher
817 the graphitization degree of the starting C-network (i.e., 1 → 3
818 and 2 → 4) is, the higher is the percentage of variably oxidized
819 Csp2 deposits formed during ODH.
820 (2) Nanodiamonds increasing their Csp2/Csp3 ratio (3 and
821 4) show increased catalytic performance under an oxidative
822 atmosphere (ODH), whereas their ability to convert EB to ST
823 under oxygen-free conditions (DDH) is reduced by half
824 compared to that of pristine samples (1 and 2, not submitted
825 to ODH treatment).
826 (3) Sample characterization has established that ketones are
827 ubiquitous and they remain the main form of oxidized carbon
828 to be claimed as active sites for the DDH process as well.
829 However, catalytic outcomes have suggested that ketone/
830 quinone functionalities from Csp2 networks are poorly active if
831 not inactive for dehydrogenation under oxygen-free conditions
832 (DDH). The absence of an oxidizing environment implies that
833 a kinetically and thermodynamically feasible regeneration path
834 of the reduced ketones (alternative to that occurring under
835 ODH conditions) will take place to close the catalytic loop.
836 This has prompted us to consider a cubic-sp3 ND having an

837edge (non-aromatic) ortho-quinone (oQ) group as an
838alternative oxidized carbon source for the DDH active sites.
839Our hypothesis for an oQ group at the edge of a cubic-sp3

840ND has been modeled in silico and compared with the energy
841profile of a classical oQ group at the edge of a sp2-graphitic
842network at the applied reaction conditions. The comparative
843analysis of the two energy profiles in the EB dehydrogenation
844did not allow us to infer any conclusion on the role of oQ
845groups at the edge of Csp3-cubic ND with respect to the oQ
846groups on Csp2-graphitic networks. On the other hand, the
847regeneration paths of the oQ reduced forms via thermal
848decomposition have unveiled a much lower energy barrier
849[≈−26.3 kcal·mol−1 as Δ(STR,A-STR,B)] associated to the
850regeneration of the former oQ unit.
851Such an energy gap between the two TSs supports the
852hypothesis of oQ groups at the edge of Csp3-cubic diamonds as
853the active sites engaged in the catalytic EB dehydrogenation
854when the reaction is operated under oxygen-free conditions.
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